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You will definitely love the new generation 2-in-1 mobile touchscreen with high-quality screen and
more functionality. It has two important tasks; one is an intelligent calculator with several
functions and the other is a tool for chemical composition writing. Program translates the texts
with chemical element symbols or without them into a mathematical expression and calculates
them. The program includes functions for statistical analysis, solving the quadratic equation,
physical constants, and prepare solution calculator. The element symbols can be written in
lowercase letters, and the intelligent routine in the program will try to translate them and will show
the result of translation - or it will report an error. The appearance of mathematical expression,
which is the result of the translation, can be seen if the mouse pointer is held over the entry field.
The right mouse button has several often used anions and molecules. The calculator feature is a list
with task history in that storing all of your recent inputs and results. Chemistry Assistant also
included a detailed help file that containing syntax, usage, and examples for all of the supported
functions. The calculator also provides a list of common physical constants and performs various
conversions between English and metric units. Every function that is supported by Chemistry
Assistant can be inserted by clicking on the button with function name or type its name on the
physical keyboard. Some functions are not associated with the buttons, but every function can be
called by typing its name. EniG. Chemistry Assistant is a clean program and it has many useful
features. It has 2-in-1 touchscreen with intuitive and familiar interface, which allows you to write
or to enter any chemical formula. It includes the following: - An intelligent Calculator for fast
calculation of the molecular weight of compounds. - A tool for composing chemical formulas and
solving a quadratic equation. - An application for writing analytical chemistry tables. - A tool for
handling chemical equations. - A chemistry solving program. - A chemistry calculator. - A
chemistry word processor. - Calculate the molecular weight of compounds. - A solution for the
quadratic equation. - Physical constants. - Basic statistics. - Multithreading. - Text to Speech. -
Spell check. - Keyboard keyboard layout. - Lots of functions. - Detailed documentation. - Support
multiple languages. - Program is very intuitive. - Two great screens, a high-quality screen and a full
QWERTY keyboard. - Performs many conversions between metric and English
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EniG. Chemistry Assistant

Chemistry Assistant is a unique application for calculation a chemical formula. Chemistry
Assistant is an easy and quick way for fast calculation molecular weight of compounds, converting
an English chemical formula into mathematical formula. Software that allows you to calculate the
molecular weight of any compound that you want. The program is very simple and friendly. By
simply writing the chemical formula, you can calculate its molecular weight quickly and
accurately. After writing chemical formula, the program automatically converts your expression
into a mathematical expression by using some chemical rules and physical constants. This program
can calculate the molecular weight of all types of compounds (acids, bases, salts, compounds, etc.).
The program is useful for chemistry students and professionals who are interested in research. This
program allows you to calculate the molecular weight quickly and accurately. You can also convert
your compound into a chemical expression with scientific notation. You can also convert your
compound into the decimal system and compute the standard molecular weight. What's New in V
2.2.0 New Button in physical keyboard. New Statistics function. New Saving function. New
Parameters function. New USB support. CORDOBAR Mice X 5M Free Live GoldDownload
Download Free Version (Steam) GTA San Andreas Premium Edition Full Version For
FreeDownload GTA San Andreas Premium Edition Full Version For FreeDownload Galaxy
Evolution 4 Full Version Free DownloadDownload Dead or Alive 5 Plus Free DownloadDownload
Grand Theft Auto V - Online Free Full GameDownload Grand Theft Auto San Andreas Download
Full VersionDownload Grand Theft Auto IV Download Free Full VersionDownload Grand Theft
Auto Vice City Download Full VersionDownload Grand Theft Auto Liberty Download Free Full
VersionDownload Grand Theft Auto 3 Download Free Full VersionDownload Grand Theft Auto
Liberty Download Full VersionDownload Dead or Alive 5 Download Free Full VersionDownload
Dead or Alive 4 Download Free Full VersionDownload Dead or Alive Xtreme Download Free Full
VersionDownload Grand Theft Auto 5 Download Full VersionDownload Grand Theft Auto 4
Download Full VersionDownload Grand Theft Auto 3 Download Full VersionDownload Grand
Theft Auto San Andreas Download Full VersionDownload Grand Theft Auto Vice City Download
Full VersionDownload Grand Theft Auto Liberty Download Free Full VersionDownload Grand
Theft Auto San Andreas Download Full VersionDownload Grand Theft Auto IV Download Full
VersionDownload Grand Theft Auto V Download Free Full VersionDownload Grand Theft Auto
Vice City Download Free

What's New In?

EniG. Chemistry Assistant is a powerful program. It will make the scientific work easier. The
program can be used to calculate the molecular weight of compounds. EniG. Chemistry Assistant
is a powerful tool, easy to use and well documented. Number 1 in interactive chemistry software
on the Internet. Open source. Free software for education, science and industry. When you need a
lot of functionality and accuracy. When you need a lot of functionality and accuracy. Molecular
formula calculation: Calculate molecular formula of any compound using the complete molecular
formula list. Calculate molecular formula of any compound using the complete molecular formula
list. Molecular structure calculation: Calculate the full structural formula of any compound,
including elements, and full IUPAC name and CAS number. Calculate the full structural formula
of any compound, including elements, and full IUPAC name and CAS number. Composition
calculation: Calculate the atomic composition, formula weight, density and mole fraction of any
compound. Calculate the atomic composition, formula weight, density and mole fraction of any
compound. Conversion: Calculate the molecular weight of any compound using different
conversion units (gram per mole, kg/mol, milligram per mole, mg/mol and mole per mole).
Calculate the molecular weight of any compound using different conversion units (gram per mole,
kg/mol, milligram per mole, mg/mol and mole per mole). Chemical formula calculator: Calculate
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the structure of any compound using the complete molecular formula list. Calculate the structure
of any compound using the complete molecular formula list. Density: Calculate density of any
compound. Calculate density of any compound. Dissociation constant calculation: Calculate the
dissociation constant of any compound. Calculate the dissociation constant of any compound.
IUPAC name: Calculate the IUPAC name of any compound using the complete IUPAC name list.
Calculate the IUPAC name of any compound using the complete IUPAC name list. Formula
weight: Calculate the formula weight of any compound. Calculate the formula weight of any
compound. IUPAC name and CAS number: Calculate the full IUPAC name, CAS number and
molecular structure of any compound. Calculate the full IUPAC name, CAS number and
molecular structure of any compound. molecular weight: Calculate the molecular weight of any
compound using the molecular weight unit. Calculate the molecular weight of any compound using
the molecular weight unit. Molecular weight units: Calculate the molecular weight in various units
(g/mol, kg/mol, molar mass,
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System Requirements For EniG. Chemistry Assistant:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows 10 Microsoft Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core i5/i7 Intel
Core i5/i7 Memory: 8GB RAM 8GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 1060 Nvidia Geforce
GTX 1060 DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Broadband
Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible DirectX 11 compatible Storage: 50GB
available space Recommended: Microsoft Windows 10 Processor:
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